Personal Social & Emotional Development

Physical Development



In PSHE, we will be exploring the topic ‘Celebrating Difference’
and will be exploring and discussing how we are all wonderful and
unique.





Communication & Language

Healthy food.
Getting myself
dressed.
Keeping safe.
Pivots and pencil
grips.
Using space safely.

Maths







Literacy/English

Ainslie Class Topic Web
Autumn 2 2020

Reception:

Continuing to count accurately with numbers to 5.

Recognising numbers & representing amounts in
different ways.

Talking about shapes and time.

Beginning to learn about addition and subtraction




Animals



Counting accurately to 50 and beyond.
Multiplying and sharing.
Shapes and halving.
Addition and subtraction.

Understanding the World

Stories and rhymes about animals.
Talking about the stories, making predictions, extending
their vocabulary.
Read Write Inc Phonics lessons daily in groups.

Reception:

Beginning to read words.

Beginning to write words.

Using props and the environment to retell and create
stories.
Y1

Reading and Writing independently.

Developing understanding of sentence structure.

Writing letters, stories, posters and leaflets.

Y1:





Listening and responding to stories.
Understanding questions.
Asking questions about a story.
Answering questions.
Retelling stories and talking about things we’ve done.

Expressive Arts and Design

Talking about the world around us, with a focus on animals, the people and pets in
our lives and the season.
Beginning to use technology at home and at school.

Y1 Science

Y1 Computing

Animals including Humans.
Seasonal Changes Autumn to
Winter.

Grouping Data.
Describing objects
Creating groups.
Using the groups to answer questions.






RE

Singing, dancing, making music.
Recreating pictures in stories.
Creating our own pictures and collages.
Beginning to use the Creative Area purposefully.

Y1 D.T.

Y1 Music

Making animal masks and
puppets.

Exploring beat and rhythm.
Christmas songs and music.

Incarnation
Our R.E. lessons will be during the
final week of term, focusing on the
Christmas story and why Christians
celebrate with Nativity plays.

